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Finishing Move! 

Components: 

 Two Energy Decks, one Black one Green 

 6 Green Invocation Cards, 6 Black Invocation Cards 

 1 Sealed Finishing Move Monologue Card 

Setup the Battlefield! 

Each player takes an energy deck as well as their respective Invocation Cards. Set aside the Finishing 

Move Monologue Card, and keep it folded up, as it is unreadable until all 6 invocations are charged to 

break the sacred seal keeping the power of the Finishing Move locked away. Players sit across from each 

other and lay out their 6 Invocation Cards in an “invocation arc” in numbered order from left to right. 

Players also shuffle then set their Energy Deck in the center of the Arc, and designate a zone for their 

Discard Piles.  
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What am I even doing? 

You and your opponent are arch rivals, attempting to break the seal on the ultimate fighting move. Be 

the first player to finish successfully charging your energy and unleash the Finishing Move on the other 

player. 

The Finishing Move is made up of 6 invocations. What is an invocation? Well, everyone knows that true 

Finishing Moves have Monologues, and that the most powerful of moves are executed while shouting 

the move’s Monologue. Invocations are the spiritual call that must be shouted out to break the seal 

binding the Finishing Move’s Monologue. Only when the seal is broken can you read out the Monologue 

and unleash the Finishing Move. 

How do I play? 

The race to charge energy burns with a mighty flame! 

Both you and your opponent are racing to see who can charge all the invocations of the finishing move 

first! Players take turns gathering energy from the Energy Deck. This energy can be used to charge the 

invocations of the Finishing Move as well as disrupt your opponent. Players alternate turns until 

someone finishes charging enough invocations to unseal the Finishing Move! 

Before the race to charge can officially begin, players must decide who will be the first to gather energy 

from the Energy Deck. The player who has most recently watched an action/adventure anime goes first. 

It’s my turn? What can I do? 

Your turn is composed of four actions:  

1. Gathering Energy 

2. Re-Gather Energy 

3. Disrupt 

4. Charging the Finishing Move 
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1. Gathering Energy 

You begin your turn by shouting “Gather!” and drawing energy from your deck until you have 6 cards in 

your hand. If at any point your Energy Deck is empty, reshuffle the Discard Pile—this becomes your new 

Energy Deck. 

2. Bend your fate and Re-Gather Energy 

If you choose to, you can get rid of some energy you don’t want and replace them with new energy once 

per turn by re-gathering. You can shout “Re-Gather!” and discard up to three cards from your hand and 

“re-gather” by drawing that same number of cards from the Energy Deck. Any discarded energy cards 

are put in the “discard pile” zone on the board. 

3. Now you’re going to say: Disrupt! 

After all gathering has been done, you can choose to disrupt your opponent with an energy in your 

hand. You can only play one disruption per turn, and the energy used in a disruption cannot be used to 

charge your invocations.  

To play a disruption, shout “Disrupt!” and place the energy with the desired disruption on your 

opponent’s side of the field. Disruptions only last one turn, and are sent to your discard pile once your 

turn comes around again (see “Gathering Energy”). 

There are three distinct types of energy you can gather. These energies can be used to disrupt your 

opponent with various effects: 

 Menacing Star: The deceitful energy born from the cunning strategies of battle shapes 

itself into this green star of power. It gives off a menacing aura that seems to linger in the air. 

o Disruption Effect: Your Opponent cannot Re-Gather energy during their next turn. 

 Will-Powered Spiral: The Winding Energy of the Universe itself weaves into this blue 

spiral shaped energy mass of willpower. This energy seems to pierce the heavens themselves. 

o Disruption Effect: Add an additional energy to the cost of the next invocation your 

opponent tries to charge on their next turn.  
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To indicate to your opponent which type of energy you chose as an additional cost, 

rotate the Will-Powered Spiral card used in the disruption so that the chosen additional 

energy is upright and readable by your opponent. Place the spiral underneath your 

opponent’s invocation as shown in the following diagram: 

 

 Life-Fiber Sphere: The natural energy of Life itself circles around you in thread-like 

strands, forming a perfect sphere of red energy. Somehow you synchronize with its energy 

perfectly. 

o Disruption Effect: Unlike the other disruptions, this one can only be played in response 

to your opponent’s disruption. The Life-Fiber Sphere effect negates your opponent’s 

disruptions and can only be played during your opponent’s turn.  

 Discard a Life-Fiber Sphere and a Will-Powered Spiral from your hand to negate 

the effect of your opponent’s Will-Powered Spiral Disruption.  

 Discard a Life-Fiber Sphere and a Menacing Star from your hand to negate the 

effect of your opponent’s Menacing Star Disruption. 

Any canceled disruption is immediately discarded by the opponent. 
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First Turn Special Rule: The player taking the first turn may not disrupt their opponent on that 

first turn. After the first player’s first turn has passed, either player may disrupt their opponent.  

 

4. Charging the Finishing Move! Onward to Victory!!! 

After Gathering and deciding to play any Disruptions, you can then use any remaining energy to charge 

invocations to unseal the Finishing Move.  

To break the seal of the Finishing Move, you must charge each invocation with energy. You do so by 

discarding the entire energy cost listed under an invocation from your hand, shouting the invoking word 

listed on the invocation card, and flipping the invocation card over to the “charged” side.  

These invocations cannot be charged out of order (invocation 1 – invocation 6), and cannot be partially 

charged over multiple turns. An invocation can only be charged if the entirety of the energy cost is 

discarded in one turn. You can only charge one invocation per turn. 

End Your Turn…for now 

After your turn’s actions are completed, point at your opponent and shout “your turn!” to indicate the 

end of your turn. At this time, give any disruptions played by your opponent back to them. These 

disruptions are put in their discard pile before their turn begins. 

Let’s End it! Take This! Finishing Move! 

The first player to finish charging the final invocation of their finishing move is the victor. After charging 

the last invocation, the seal locking the secret Monologue required to activate the Finishing Move is 

broken! The victorious player now opens and reads from the “Finishing Move Monologue” which utilizes 

all of the invocations they have charged. Players must strike victorious poses in the process, to further 

solidify the victory that have smashed over their opponent. 
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Quick Reference 
On your turn there are 4 actions: 

1. Gathering Energy 

 Shout “Gather!” and draw until you have 6 cards in your hand. 

2. Re-Gather Energy  

 If you choose to, shout “Re-Gather” and discard up to 3 cards and re-draw the same 

number discarded. 

3. Disrupt 

 If you choose to, shout “Disrupt!” and use the Disruption Effect of one of your Energy 

Cards on your opponent, placing that energy card on their field. 

 (You may only play one disruption per turn) 

4. Charging the Finishing Move 

 If you choose to, shout the word in quotes on the Invocation card and discard the 

energy cost of the invocation to charge it. Flip over the invocation to the “charged” 

side.  

 (You may only charge one invocation per turn) 

 

At the end of your turn, shout “Your Move!” while pointing at your opponent. At this time, 

give any disruptions played by your opponent back to them. These disruptions are put in their 

discard pile before their turn begins. 

 

**If at any point your energy deck is empty, reshuffle your discard pile—this becomes your 

new energy deck.** 
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